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A Comparative Study of the Teaching of Chinese and
Swahili Credit Courses at Burundi University
Ferdinand MFITIYE
Burundi University Confucius Institute

Abstract
Our study compared the teaching of a Chinese credit course
a Swahili
course at
Burundi University. The goal is to find out the reasons why many students prefer to learn the
Chinese credit course instead of Swahili,
the two courses have the same volume of
hours. It also aims to
the students' points of view the teaching of Chinese in Burundi, to
the problems facing the promotion of Chinese in Burundi, and the appropriate measures
that can taken to resolve these problems. The study proceeded by a survey method that we
a ied out among the
andfaculties of Burundi University,
andstudents ofA
credit
the three
which
Chinese
most
and Swahili as credit courses: the Faculty of Law, the Faculty of Sciencescomparative
of the Engineer, and Education
the Higher Institute of Commerce. 14-questions questionnaire was used to
them, and
120 students were able to answer our questions. Our study led to the following results: 75% of
students prefer to learn Chinese instead of Swahili. The vast majority (67%) of students who have
studied the Chinese credit course at the University of Burundi have the chance to continue
learning Chinese in the interest classes of Burundi University Confucius Institute. The reason to
get Chinese scholarship (42%) and looking
a job (29%) motivate them to continue learning
Chinese. In contrast, 83% of them cannot continue to learn Swahili after the
course. The
success rate in the Chinese exam is higher than the one in the Swahili exam. 13% of students
passed with 100%,
42% passed with a mark above 90 in the 2021 Chinese exam.
the time,
7% of students passed with a mark of 100%,
8% of them passed with a mark above 90 in
Swahili exam.
Keywords: Burundi University, Chinese and Swahili credit courses,
analysis

1 Introduction
plays a primordial role in the development of society and
intellectual training
of the individual. Societies have been increasingly marked by linguistic and cultural diversity in
recent years. This is what is called "super-diversity." This super-diversity leads to the
development of a new form of society marked by plurilingualism and pluriculturalism (Vertovec,
2007). Plurilingualism refers to the repertoire of linguistic varieties that speakers can use.
(Ntakirutimana, 2016). Plurilingualism and multilingualism are etymologically synonymous
(Dubois et al., 1994). In addition to teaching other scientific subjects, higher and secondary
education in Burundi is enriched with the teaching of new languages in universities and
secondary schools.
In addition to the three classical languages taught at the University of Burundi (French,
English, and Kirundi), in recent years, we have witnessed the emergence of two other languages ,
which are newly taught in several faculties and institutes of Burundi University. The first
language is the Chinese language. Although this is considered the
difficult language, it is
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more and more spoken in the world. The second language is Swahili. This is the most important
of the Bantu languages. It is now the most widely taught African language in the world. It is also
more widely spoken on the African continent, especially in the countries of East Africa, such as
Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, Zanzibar, Comoros, Burundi, Rwanda, etc. It is estimated that 90 to
110 million
worldwide speak Swahili, but generally with significant local differences. In
his article: "Cultural and linguistic diversity as a resource for creativity," Piccardo (2016)
specifies that phenomena of mobility and change
the process of globalization. These
phenomena concern all areas of society and shape a dynamic sociological landscape marked
the plurality and diversification of languages and culture. By increasing the number of foreign
languages taught at the University of Burundi, the University of Burundi is effectively entering
the process of leading this linguistic and cultural diversity. Therefore, this has the advantage of
allowing students to have
knowledge in several areas and develop the spirit of
creativity. The development of language education is also linked to the development of society
(Martinez, 2011).
one more language like Mandarin allows Burundi to expand its
linguistic heritage and streamline its exchanges with China. Through the Confucius Institute,
Burundi University has been teaching Chinese since 2012. During this same year, this Confucius
Institute was established at the University of Burundi. The Confucius Institute of Burundi
University is therefore considered the center for developing Chinese teaching and cultural
exchanges between
Burundi.

1.1 Object of the Study
According to Coste (2009), plurilingual and pluricultural competence is the competence to
communicate in a language and to interact culturally possessed by an actor who masters several
languages and has experience of several cultures. Burundian students have therefore shown great
interest in learning Chinese and Swahili. In some faculties that
Chinese and Swahili as
credit courses at Burundi University, students have a free choice of which course to study
between Chinese
Swahili. But even if Swahili is a local African language, we still notice that
in the faculties or institutes where students have to choose between the Chinese course
the
Swahili course, most students prefer to study Chinese as credit courses
of Swahili.
Therefore, we could ask ourselves what the factors at
basis of this choice are. Our study will
therefore attempt to
the following questions:
Q1. Is
teaching of Chinese and Swahili credit courses in Burundi effective?
Q2. What motivates many students to choose the Chinese course in the faculties where
students have to choose between the Chinese course
Swahili course?
Q3. How is the success rate of students in these two courses?
Q4. What are the problems facing the teaching of Chinese in Burundi?
Q5. What are the countermeasures to the problems of teaching Chinese in Burundi?

1.2 Hypotheses
Learning the Chinese language has
in the
ten years in Burundi. Considering
the growing influence of
in the world, ambitious
Burundians are increasingly
inclined to adopt Chinese as a means of fulfilling a dream of the future. Since 2016, Burundi
University Confucius Institute has been
to expanding the scope of Chinese teaching
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by integrating the Chinese credit course into the teaching system of Burundi University. Many
students of Burundi University have shown great enthusiasm to learn the Chinese
course in
different faculties of the Burundi University. In
of the questions raised in the subject of our
study, we make the following hypotheses:
H1. The proportion of students preferring to learn Chinese seems to high compared to
those who prefer to learn Swahili in faculties or institutes of the Burundi University, where
students must choose between these two courses.
H2. There is believed to be
link between this choice
the academic and
social benefits that students derive from
Chinese.

1.3 Study Objectives
General Objective. The general objective of this study is to make brief comparison
the teaching of Chinese
Swahili credit courses at Burundi University. The comparative
analysis of the teaching of these two courses at Burundi University can help us
the reasons
that push many students at the Burundi University to prefer to learn Chinese when the two
courses have the same hourly volume.
Specific Objectives. This study also aims to identify students' views on the teaching of Chinese
in Burundi and identify the problems facing the promotion of Chinese teaching in Burundi. It also
serves as vehicle to propose the appropriate measures that must taken to solve these
problems
make recommendations to lead to the sustainable development of Chinese teaching
in Burundi.

1.4 Study Interest
This study can inspire future researchers in teaching foreign and local languages, especially
the teaching of Chinese language in Africa, to know the
of Chinese teaching in Africa
in general and
in Burundi. It also permits the necessary tools for the promotion of
these two languages in Africa
adequate solutions to the problems related to the development
of Chinese in Africa.

1.5 Study Delimitation
Our study was made based on
resulting from survey
was carried out among the
students of the three faculties of the University of Burundi
Chinese and Swahili as
credit courses: the Faculty of Law, the Faculty of Engineering Sciences, and the Higher Institute
of Commerce, during the period from March 15, 2021, to October 30, 2021.

2 Theoretical Approach
2.1 Chinese Language Teaching in a Global Context
Teaching Chinese as foreign language has
very popular in western countries and
many other parts of the world. This is evident in the increase in enrollment, demand for Chinese
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teachers, and interest in standardized Chinese testing in all countries where Confucius Institutes
have been established. The increased interest in the Chinese language and the number of foreign
students studying Chinese have
to call
more Chinese language teachers to keep up with
the
(HANBAN, 2011). According to the "Language Magazine" (Retrieved from
https://www.languagemagazine.com/2021/01/06/chinese-progresses-as-a-world-language/ ), more
than 70 countries in the world have officially integrated the teaching of Chinese in their national
education systems; we can mention, for example, the United States, the United Kingdom, Russia,
Australia, Japan, South Korea,
many African countries, such as South Africa, Burundi,
Cameroon, Tanzania, Kenya, Egypt,
Mozambique. Chinese language learners are indeed
noticeable in countries that have joined the Belt
Road initiative, especially in Southeast Asia
and Africa, where Confucius Institutes have attracted many
people.
As in other continents, the Chinese language is increasingly present in the African school
curriculum. For example, recently, Tanzanian included Chinese in the national college entrance
examination
high school students. Kenya has also taken steps to
Chinese in all
schools alongside the languages already on the curriculum. Since 2014, South Africa has also
similar steps by integrating Chinese into the curriculum of the languages
in the
program. In 2018, Uganda
Chinese in some secondary schools. The spread of Chinese
teaching in Africa shows how much the Chinese language has
an integral part of African
societies.

Historical Development of Chinese Language in Burundi
2012 was an exceptional year for cooperation and cultural exchanges between China and
Burundi. During this year, there was an agreement to establish the Confucius Institute of the
University of Burundi between the University of
the University of Burundi.
July 3,
2012, the inauguration ceremony of the first Confucius Institute then took
at the Mutanga
Campus of the University of Burundi, and the teaching of Chinese
began in Burundi.
The popularity of
Chinese language, therefore,
in Burundi. Ambitious young
Burundians are increasingly inclined to embrace Chinese language as a means of fulfilling a
dream of the future, given China's growing influence in the world.
Since 2012, Burundi University Confucius Institute has experienced gradual and amazing
development. The number of students and teachers of Burundi University Confucius Institute has
ed significantly,
and
Chinese language
has not stopped spreading. Confucius
private Institute
by
broadened the scope of education
opening teaching centers in various secondary
and higher
2.3
establishments. Until 2016, 19 teaching centers in Burundi University and
universities
were created. We can say Burundi University's Mutanga, Kiriri, Kamenge, IPA, ZEGE campuses,
the Polytechnic University of Gitega, and Martin Luther King University. Confucius Institute has
also opened 15 teaching centers in secondary schools, namely the Holy Spirit High School, the
SOS High School, the Tanganyika Lac High School, the Montessori School, the Mutanga High
School, the International School, the Independent School, Scheppers High School, Gitega High
School, Bujumbura Professional Technical High School, etc. Very recently in 2021, two other
Chinese language teaching centers were created in the two international schools, namely the
French School
the Belgian School of Bujumbura.

Development of Chinese in Africa and at Burundi University
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Development of Chinese in Africa. As relations between China
Africa intensify, not only in
the field of trade but also in terms of people-to-people exchanges,
teaching of Chinese
language also extends from primary and
schools to universities. Linked to the
economic and political factors, higher education systems worldwide show a rapidly expanding
interest in learning Chinese (Qi & Lemmer, 2013). China has been actively promoting and
projecting Chinese language and culture elements throughout the world. (Gil, 2015). The
teaching of Chinese in Africa is carried out mainly through Confucius Institutes and Confucius
classes located almost everywhere in Africa. Since the opening of the first Confucius Institute in
Kenya in 2005, Africa has, until 2020, more than 100 Chinese education centers, including 65
Confucius Institutes in 43
countries.
For example, in East Africa, Kenya, being the first country to open the Confucius Institute
in Africa (Confucius
of Nairobi University), has offered better Chinese language
training. In the space of 14 years, Kenya has hosted over 15,000 Chinese language learners. The
increasing interest by Kenyans in learning Chinese cannot
from the wider
involvement of China in Kenya's infrastructure development (King, 2010). In Tanzania, until
2016, six secondary schools
three universities were participating in a pilot Chinese language
education program. Tanzanian President John Magufuli announced in May 2019 that Mandarin
had been added to the
education certificate exam and that students could
a
Chinese language exam. In December 2014, Makerere University in Uganda inaugurated the first
Confucius Institute established by Makerere University to conduct Chinese teaching activities. In
2016, there was also the opening of
first
school in Uganda that teaches the Chinese
language. Until 2019, Makerere University Confucius
a total of eight Chinese
teaching centers across the country. This Confucius
also established the Chinese
language teaching program on national television. During the same year, a total of 17,000
students studied Chinese language at the various teaching centers of
Confucius Institute.
The languages cohabitation in Rwanda is very complex, and
linguistic policy is in force
(Ntakirutimana, 2014). In January 2008, the Kigali Institute of Education in Rwanda, in
extended
the
Chinese Language
thisship with
the
thethe Office of the International
the Council (Hanban), signed a
contract to establish
Confucius Institute. In government
June 2009, the activities of
Confucius
Institute began, and more than 4000 books were awarded to facilitate the commencement of the
activities of
Confucius Institute. In February 2010, the activities of
Confucius Institute
were
to other provinces in
north and south of the country to expand the scope of
Chinese teaching and its impact.
In South Africa, in addition to universities, the
has
Chinese
teaching up to primary school. According to the Department of Basic Education in South Africa,
14 primary and secondary schools taught Chinese in 2015. In the online seminar organized on
December 15, 2020, by Zhejiang Normal University in collaboration with the Sino-Foreign
Language Exchange and Cooperation Center to further deepen cooperation between China and
African countries in
field of Chinese education and
the development of international
Chinese education in High-quality officials and experts in the field of Chinese education in
African countries expressed their point of view on the overall development of Chinese teaching
in Africa and the problems facing Chinese teaching. They also proposed the methods needed to
promote Chinese education in Africa. In this seminar, the President of
Association of Chinese
Teachers of South Africa, Ms. Wu Changhong, in her speech titled "The challenges and
outcomes of the development of Chinese teaching in primary schools and South African
secondary schools," said that with
support of the Chinese government, the basic structure of
teaching Chinese in schools in South Africa is well established. Chinese is taught from
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elementary schools to university. She also said that until 2018, South Africa had 48 schools that
taught Chinese language, enrolling 5,460 students. However, teaching Chinese in South Africa
faces a series of problems: problems related to the choice of courses and their content, problems
related to insufficient number of teachers, and problems related to students. She finally
introducing the Chinese language into the university education system of South Africa, the
development of local Chinese language teachers, the increase of teaching materials, etc.
In 2020, Xu Jian, the Director of the Chinese Teachers' Program at the University of
Maroua, in Cameroon, described the background of the establishment of Chinese language
program at the Normal University of Maroua, the issues and the countermeasures of the
construction and development of the Faculty of Chinese Language at the Normal University of
as well as the improvement of the quality of Chinese teaching at the University of
Maroua. In 2013, Chinese
entered the Cameroonian college education system. In 2018,
the University of Maroua implemented professional and undergraduate master's programs for
Chinese pedagogical
non-pedagogical programs. He finally indicated that even if the
teaching of Chinese in Cameroon has had a remarkable development. However, there are still
problems related to the quality of teaching, the insufficiency of teachers, the insufficiency of
teaching materials, the insufficiency of multimedia teaching materials, etc. He suggested the
dialogue and cooperation of
Chinese teaching actors resolve these issues.
In 2020, Exilda Sangweni-Gondwe, the Senior Curriculum Consultant at the Curriculum
Development Center of the Ministry of Basic Education of Zambia, reported that the Government
of Zambia strongly supports teaching Chinese in Zambia. The Chinese Language Teaching
Program in Zambian secondary schools began in 2014. The Confucius
has been
instrumental in promoting Chinese teaching in Zambia. In 2015, Chinese
Zambian teachers
began to develop curricula
Chinese courses to be taught in secondary schools. However, even
though the teaching of Chinese in Zambia has experienced remarkable development, there is still
a need to train a lot of local Chinese teachers and increase the teaching materials to ensure the
sustainable development of teaching.
Mamy
RAVELOMANAN, the President of the University of Antananarivo in
Madagascar, in his speech entitled "Development and Construction of the Chinese language
teaching program at the University of Antananarivo in Madagascar" indicated that in 2008 there
was the official opening of the Confucius Institute of Antananarivo in Madagascar. Currently, the
Faculty of Letters of this University provides Chinese training for this faculty's students,
488
students have already obtained bachelor's degree in Chinese until 2020. Since 2014, Confucius
Institutes have started to outline local Chinese teachers. So far, 15 local teachers are teaching
Chinese in Madagascar. However, to better ensure the sustainable development of Chinese
teaching in Madagascar, Mamy Raoul RAVELOMANAN proposes the strengthening of
professional guidance
graduate students in Chinese (promoting relations between Chinese
teaching centers with Chinese companies, increasing internships for students, and seminars for
Chinese teachers), strengthening of the
process
local teachers, strengthening of
cooperation between
University of Antananarivo and other Chinese universities, the opening
of the Master cycle in Chinese, increasing of teaching materials, etc.
Therefore, from the above, we can notice that the teaching of Chinese in Africa has already
boomed. Responding to the expectations of students who find many advantages in learning
Chinese, African leaders have generally supported teaching Chinese in Africa. They find that
getting to know Chinese language
culture improves job competitiveness
facilitates better
cultural and business relations with China. However, the teaching of Chinese in Africa also faces
certain difficulties, such as African cultural diversity
multilingualism, insecurity in certain
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African countries, the underdevelopment of certain African countries, insufficient investment,
and the difficulties created by the new epidemic of the coronavirus. The actors of Chinese
teaching in Africa, Confucius Institutes, and local schools must work together to find adequate
solutions to these challenges.

Development of Chinese at Burundi University. Since the opening of the Confucius Institute at
Burundi University in 2012, the teaching of Chinese has been centralized in public and private
universities and secondary schools.
the end of 2019, Burundi University Confucius Institute
had over 7,000 students. The number of teachers is also increasing with the number of students.
Burundi University Confucius Institute started with just two Chinese teachers in 2012. Until
2019, it had more than 20 Chinese teachers, including volunteer teachers
government
teachers. Burundi University Confucius Institute has also taken a big step in promoting local
teachers. Until 2020, it has already hired two local Chinese language
who work with
Chinese teachers.
During the year 2016, the University of Burundi introduced the Chinese credit course in
higher education disciplines in Burundi. In February 2017, the deans of the University of
Burundi, in collaboration with the Chinese
in Burundi and Burundi University
Confucius Institute, participated in seminar on developing the Chinese credit course Burundi
University
universities. By the end of February 2017, six faculties had already put the
Chinese credit course into practice. These faculties include the Higher Institute of Commerce, the
Faculty of Law, the Faculty of Letters and
Sciences, the Institute of Physical and Sports
Education,
the Faculty of Economics. total of 934 students
started studying Chinese
as a credit course in 2016. During this seminar, these authorities have seen together that the
credits allocated to the Chinese course are insufficient to able to master this language.
Therefore,
proposed increasing these credits or spreading its teaching at all levels,
encouraging students to apply for scholarships to study in China. This should advance the future
development of Chinese teaching in Burundi.

2.4 Development of Swahili in Africa and at the University of Burundi
Development of Swahili in Africa. With an estimated number of speakers of over 100 million
in Africa, Swahili occupies a prominent
throughout East
Central East Africa.
Today it is an official language in Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda, and the Democratic Republic of
Congo. It is a working language of the African Union and is also the official language of the East
African Community. It occupies a growing position in
communication
technologies. The place of Swahili in education in Tanzania and Kenya has led to the emergence
of a large number of contemporary writers. For example, the National Institute of Oriental
Languages and Civilizations (INALCO) is
institution in France that provides Swahili lessons
to students with varied backgrounds. This language is one of those offered for the baccalaureate
exams and the competitive examination for Counselor and Secretary of Oriental Executives at the
Ministry of
Affairs.
Since 2020, Swahili is already on the curriculum of South African schools. The South
African Ministry of Elementary Education has promoted the teaching of this language which has
a cultural identity of the African continent. Apart from its
in Africa, Swahili is on the
to becoming a world-famous language. It is currently used a lot on social networks. In May 2018,
Swahili was recognized by the social network Twitter as an official language. In 2009, Google
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and Facebook launched the translation service and account in Swahili, respectively. Spoken by
more than 100 million speakers in Africa, or about 15% of the Population, Swahili is the third
spoken language in Africa after Arabic and English. It is one of the official languages of the
African Union. It is also taught at foreign universities such as the University of Cambridge in
England, the National
of Oriental Languages and Civilizations in France, the University
of Queensland in Australia,
the Peking University of
Languages in China.
Development of Swahili at Burundi University. Swahili has been taught at Burundi University
since the 1978-1979 academic year. Since that year, Swahili was taught
visiting teachers from
Tanzania until 1993. From
1993, few national
started teaching Swahili and
trained other teachers in the following years. These professors now teach in various institutes and
faculties of Burundi University and other universities and public and private institutes.
Currently, the Government of Burundi has already introduced the Swahili course at the
basic school level
the higher education level. In October 2014, the Department of African
Studies of Burundi University organized seminar on the Swahili language under "Promotion of
standard Swahili in Burundi." This seminar was organized as part of awareness-raising and
advocacy for promoting Standard Kiswahili in Burundi. During the academic year 2013-2014,
Burundi University set up a new Kirundi-Kiswahili stream in the Institute of Applied Pedagogy
(IPA). Coherent programs and human resources have been made available to ensure
training
of trainers for this language. Given
number of speakers and its presence on the African
continent, Swahili is positioned as the African language that
unite
continent.

Approach

3

3.1 Study Methods and Techniques
Methods. Our study used prospective
based on surveys and documentation to collect the
necessary information. The survey is a method of collecting primary data from questionnaire
administered to a sample of a target population. It tends to study in the
the social effects
which are not under the control of the researchers. Documentation is the set of techniques
allowing the permanent and systematic
of documents or data, including their
collection, analysis, storage,
research, to obtain information. These two methods allowed us
to gather
relating to teaching Chinese and Swahili credit courses at Burundi
University
students' views on their Chinese learning.

Techniques. Techniques are the instruments or tools that are at the service of a method to
accelerate
collection of data to explain social phenomena or social facts. For the survey, we
used the technique of written questionnaire. We have prepared 14 questions covering the basics
of learning Chinese and Swahili credit courses at Burundi University.

3.2 Population and Sample
Population. The population is a collection of all the individuals interested in a study. For our
research, the target population was students from the three faculties of Burundi University, which
Chinese
Swahili as a credit course. They include students from the Faculty of Law, the
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Faculty of Engineering Sciences, and the Higher Institute of Commerce
academic year.

the 2020-2021

Sample. The sample is a set of individuals' representatives of population chosen to carry out a
measurement. Sampling aims to better understand one or more population(s) or subpopulations
(s) by studying number of samples
statistically representative. Our study sample is
made up of students from the Faculty of Law, the Faculty of Engineering Sciences, and those of
the Higher Institute of Commerce who have
our questions. In total, we were able to
survey 120 students who learned Chinese
Swahili as credit courses.

3.3 Study Progress
Before starting our study, we first
with the class leaders, who helped us distribute
the survey questionnaires to
students afterward. In addition to
from the Confucius
Institute, we were also able to
120 students on the current situation of teaching and
learning Chinese and Swahili as credit courses at Burundi University.

Processing of Survey
The survey results were processed automatically
Excel software, and
presented these
results in the form of graphs summarizing the quantitative variables as a percentage. Excel is
software from Microsoft's Office suite that enables the creation of tables, automated calculations,
schedules, charts,
databases. It is a powerful mathematical visualization tool.

4 Analysis of the Results
4.1 Presentation of the Results
The comparative study of the teaching of Chinese and Swahili credit courses allows us to
the current situation of these two courses teaching at Burundi University. In some faculties
that offer these two courses, students have free choice of which course to study among the two
courses. This study allows us to identify why most students prefer to learn Chinese instead of
Swahili. Through the results of this survey, we will able to
the
points of view
of the students on the learning of these two courses at Burundi University.

Basic Information of Respondents. The basic
of respondents relates to their
nationality, gender, faculties, institutes or departments, and level of education.
Figure 1 shows the results for the first question: "What is your nationality?" The results
show that 115 students are Burundian (96%), and five students
a Congolese nationality
(4%).
Figure 2 shows the results for the second question: "What is your gender?” The results
show that among 120 students surveyed, 80 students are boys (67%), and 40 students are girls
(33%). The analysis of the results shows that the boys who took part in this survey are slightly
more numerous than the girls (67%), the girls are only 33%. This
explained by the fact
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that the number of male students at Burundi University is higher than that of girls (see
http://burundi-eco.com/scolarisation-femme-laisse-a-desirer/#.YWsZwtJBzIU ).

1
Proportion of students according to their

2
Proportion of students

gender

Figure 3 shows the results for the third question: "What is your Faculty or Institute?" The
results show that 60 students are from the Higher Institute of Commerce, ISCO (50%), 40
students are from the Faculty of Engineering Sciences,
(33%), and 20 students are from Law
faculty (17%). Analysis of the results shows that most of the students surveyed are from the
Higher Institute of Commerce (50%). Those of
FSI represent 33%. This can be explained
the fact that the Higher Institute of Commerce has many students than the other Institutes of
Burundi University.
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Figure 3
Proportion of students according to their faculties or institutes
■ Number

Higher Institute of
Commerce

Faculty of
Engineering Sciences

■ Percentage

Faculty of Law

4
Proportion of students according to their grade

5
Proportion of students according to the course taught in their faculty
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Figure 4 shows the results for the fourth question: "What is your level?" The results show
that all the students
are in the first grade of the bachelor's degree (100%).
Teaching of Chinese and Swahili Credit Courses. Figure 5 shows the results
the fifth
question: "Which of the following courses is taught in your faculty/institute?" The results show
that Chinese and Swahili credit courses are both taught in the aimed three faculties/institutes of
Burundi University (100%).
Figure 6 shows the results for the sixth
seventh questions: "How many hours do
Chinese/Swahili courses have in your faculty?" The results show that Chinese and Swahili credit
courses have the same hours (15h) in the three faculties/institutes (100%).
6
Proportion of students

the number of hours in Chinese or Swahili credit course

Figure 7 This figure shows the results
the eighth question: "What do you prefer to study
between the Chinese course and the Swahili course?". The results shows that 90 students prefer to
learn the Chinese credit course
of Swahili (75%), 20 students prefer to learn Swahili
(17%), and ten students prefer to learn both courses (8%).
7
Proportion of students according to their preference of course to study
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Figure 8 shows the results for the ninth question: "After studying the Chinese credit course,
have you signed up to continue learning it at Confucius Institute?" The results show that 80
students (67%) registered to continue learning it in the interest classes of the Burundi University
Confucius Institute after Chinese credit course,
40 students (33%) did not continue to learn
Chinese. The analysis of the results shows that the vast majority of students who studied the
Chinese credit course can continue to learn Chinese in the interest classes of the Confucius
Institute of Burundi University (67%). Only 33% did not continue to learn it.
8
Proportion of students according to whether or not they continued to learn Chinese

Figure 9 shows the results for the tenth question: "After studying the Swahili
course,
did
register to continue
it?" The results show that 100 students could not continue to
learn Swahili out of their
course (83%), only 20 students (17%) continued to learn Swahili
in the clubs.
9
Proportion of students according to whether or not they continued to learn Swahili
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Figure 10 shows the results for the eleventh question: "What motivated your registration to
continue learning Chinese?" The results show that 50 students (42%) who continued to learn
Chinese at Burundi University Confucius Institute are motivated
the willingness of getting a
scholarship in China, 35 students (29%) are motivated by the willingness of getting a job in
Chinese companies, 20 students (17%) are motivated by the willing of taking the HSK and
HSKK exams, and 15 students (13%) are motivated by the
of revising the final exam. The
results analysis shows that there are many reasons
students continue to learn Chinese: to get
a scholarship to study in
(42%), to look
a job in Chinese companies accredited in
Burundi (29%), to revise the final Chinese exam (13%), etc.
10
Proportion of students according to their motivation to learn Chinese

Figure 11 shows the results for the twelfth question: "How did you score
the Chinese
credit course exam?" The results show that most students performed well in the Chinese credit
course exam.
students got 100% (13%), 50 students got score between 90 and 100
(42%), 30 students got a score between 80 and 90 (25%),
students got score between 70 and
80 (8%), six students got the score between 60 and 70 (5%), five students earned the score
between 50
60 (4%)
four students got the score below than 50 (3%).
11
Proportion of students according to the marks obtained in the Chinese exam
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Figure 12 shows the results for the thirteenth question: "How did you score on the Swahili
credit course exam?" The results show that eight students got 100% (7%), ten students got score
between 90
100 (8%), 17 students got a score between 80 and 90 (14%), ten students got a
score between 70 and 80 (8%), 15 students got a score between 60 and 70 (13%), 40 students got
a score between 50 and 60 (33%)
20 students scored less than 50 (17%). The results analysis
shows that the Swahili credit course's success rate is lower than that of the Chinese credit course:
7% of students scored 100%
13% who
100% in Chinese. 33% of students scored
between 50
60 in Swahili compared to 4% in Chinese. Therefore, we can see that students do
better in Chinese than in Swahili.
12
Proportion of students

marks obtained in the Swahili exam

For the thirteenth question: "What difficulties did
encounter in the Chinese credit
course?" The major difficulties indicated by
students are Chinese learning difficulties. Many
students argue that Chinese in itself is a
language to learn since it is radically
followed individualne
andandlearning
hedfor
character
andany
be ainstead
from
other languages in its writing and pronunciation. Learning
new language
takes time
takes effort. Chinese is classified among
languages of greater difficulty.
Therefore,
a language of great difficulty requires a lot more effort. One of the
characteristics of Chinese is that it is a very ancient language. However,
language that lives
a long time evolves a lot. Mastering it is obviously made more difficult. It is necessary to
memorize the drawing of the character and its pronunciation, tone, and meanings. You should
also know that a Chinese
is drawn to the
half a millimeter. Unlike our letters,
which can be drawn rather roughly, a protruding stroke, even infinitely small, changes the nature
of the character and its meaning. For this reason, the stroke order of a character must strictly
observed
when
strokes are drawn. It is, therefore, not easy to learn a new
language since you have to learn the vocabulary, syntax, grammatical structures
put them
into practice.

4.2 Discussion
Our study shows that Chinese and Swahili
courses are all taught at two credits (30h)
in six faculties of Burundi University. However, 75% of students prefer to study Chinese
of Swahili, only 8% prefer to study both courses. This, therefore, justifies our first hypothesis.
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The analysis of the results of our study also shows that the vast majority of students who
studied the Chinese credit course at Burundi University (67%) have the opportunity to continue
learning Chinese in the classes of interest of Confucius Institute. In contrast, the vast majority of
these students (83%) say that they have no chance to continue learning Swahili after the credit
course. This opportunity to continue learning Chinese after
credit course is an academic
advantage
these students, as they get the chance to improve their level in Chinese and
ultimately participate in various Chinese international exams, recurrently the HSK tests.
Moreover, 42% of these students indicate that it is fact of wanting to obtain a scholarship in
that motivated them to continue learning Chinese in Burundi University Confucius
Institute,
29% of them indicate that it is the
of looking
work in Chinese companies
accredited in Burundi that motivates them to continue learning Chinese after the course on credit.
This, therefore, constitutes a social advantage
these students, and it may indeed justify our
second hypothesis.
Through the survey results carried out during our study,
also find that
success rate of
students in Chinese is higher than the success rate in Swahili. 13% of students passed with a mark
of 100%, 42% of students passed with mark over 90. For Swahili, we find almost the opposite:
7% of students passed with a mark of 100%. Even if
are very
in
of Chinese,
these data show that the teaching of these two languages at Burundi University remains effective.
Our study also shows that the vast majority of students from faculties that
the Chinese
language at Burundi University wish to see the creation of a Chinese department at the University
of Burundi so that they can have qualifications in Chinese.

4.3 Sustainable Development of Chinese Language in Burundi without
Confucius Institute Initiatives
The development of Chinese Language in Burundi is
strongly supported by the
Confucius Institute. The Confucius Institute has made many initiatives to ensure the sustainable
development of Chinese teaching in Burundi. We can mention the increasing of teaching
materials, the construction of the teaching building, the training and development of local
Chinese teachers, the extension of the Influence of the Confucius Institute throughout the
Burundian territory, etc. Therefore,
Confucius Institute has already established solid
foundation
the development of Chinese in Burundi.
Now, the development of Chinese Language Teaching is therefore possible in Burundi
without the initiatives of the Confucius Institute. To achieve this, Burundi University has to
create Chinese language department at Burundi University and even in private universities.
Therefore, this strategy will allow Burundian students to qualify as Chinese language, and
Burundi University will take this opportunity to train
laureates capable of teaching Chinese
language in Burundi. Introducing the Chinese language into Burundi's secondary and primary
education curriculum may also another strategy to increase the popularity and sustainable
development of Chinese in Burundi. Graduates trained in public and private universities will
therefore be able to help promote the teaching of the Chinese language in Burundi. This strategy
could also strengthen links between Burundi and China through human and cultural exchanges.
Furthermore, this strategy is also possible because Burundi University Confucius Institute has
already trained local
who can help in teaching Chinese in various universities of
Burundi.
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4.4 Challenges of Chinese teaching development in Burundi
The modernization of education imposes on us a more suitable method. To introduce
Chinese language
culture to foreigners, we still have a long
to go. There must be
sufficient material, financial
human
to improve the quality of education. In the past
ten years, Burundi University Confucius Institute has faced certain challenges mainly related to
the insufficiency of these resources. Here we have only presented two major challenges.
Insufficient Qualified Teachers. If teaching language is
demanding, the
qualifications of teachers are very important. According to Ciruza Muderwa (2008), teachers are
a
factor in improving education quality. In the
All Global Monitoring Report
2005 (UNESCO, 2005), it was stated that the quality of teachers and teaching, broadly defined,
was often
the most important organizational factor associated with student
achievement. Compared to the increase in the number of Chinese language students (according to
its 2020 annual report, Burundi University Confucius
had more
7,000 students until
2019), the number of teachers remained insufficient. Until June 2021, Burundi University
Confucius Institute remained with eight teachers, including 6 Chinese teachers and only two local
teachers. To address this problem of insufficient teaching staff, Confucius
often trains
local teachers selected from former Confucius Institute scholarship students. Yet, this strategy is
also inadequate, as some of these trained local
are not qualified to teach Chinese as a
foreign language. This, therefore, poses a challenge
the quality of teaching and the use of
financial resources.

of the Covid-19 Pandemic. The COVID-19 pandemic has turned our lives upside
down. It has deprived millions of students of continuing their education, especially those from
disadvantaged families, because of the ever-widening digital divide revealed by this health crisis.
The use of new technologies is essential to mitigate the impact of school closures. To this end,
online education is offered as an alternative guaranteeing pedagogical continuity. Online
education is defined as a mode of teaching which does not involve the
presence of the
teacher
the students.
Since the appearance of the first contaminated cases of COVID-19 in
2020, Burundi
University Confucius Institute has
to suspend face-to-face Chinese classes at all schools
and universities in public
private sectors until further notice. As result of this situation,
more than 2000 high school students have been forced to suspend their Chinese learning. Chinese
teaching methods have therefore shifted from traditional
methods to online teaching
methods. To remedy this situation, students were asked to continue online courses using online
teaching platforms. Burundi University Confucius
has also made much effort in
collaboration with the "Center for Linguistic Education
Cooperation" to help students benefit
from a good online education. For example, Burundi University Confucius Institute has opted to
use social media to continue teaching Chinese. Among the social networks used to
the
online courses are the social networks "Whatsapp" and "Facebook." These two social networks
are very popular in Burundi due to their
and accessibility. This
is also
facilitated by Burundian telephone operators who offer low-cost internet packages to users of
these two social networks
Since September 2021, some secondary schools
reopened their Chinese classes in
to meet students' expectations of being able to continue learning Chinese. Among these
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schools are the Tanganyika Lac High School, the Scheppers High School of Nyakabiga, the
Independent School, the Holy Spirit High School, and the Bujumbura International Montessori
School. Three other establishments have newly
Chinese classes, apart from these five
establishments, which have reopened Chinese classes. They are the French School of Bujumbura,
the Belgian School of Bujumbura, and the School of Excellence of Ngagara High School.
Nevertheless, the success of all these initiatives
this teaching method strongly depends
on the availability of the appropriate technological equipment (laptops, smartphones, or PCs) and
a
internet connection. But these conditions are not very well
in Burundi to be
able to ensure the
quality of online education. New Information
Technologies arrived in Burundi a bit late. Burundi's economic situation also does not allow the
entire Burundian population to use these new technologies,
means that some students do
not have the financial means to buy smartphone or a computer. These students, therefore,
cannot participate in online Chinese learning, which is a major challenge
the development of
online Chinese education in Burundi.

4.5 Suggestions to Overcome These Challenges
To thwart these challenges of teaching the Chinese language in Burundi,
during
this period of the covid-19 epidemic, we suggest the following:
(1) To increase the number of
teachers, especially local
who
for
teaching Chinese.
(2) Improve and strengthen
between teachers and students.
(3) Greatly encourage the students through
forms of
to boost their
motivation to learn Chinese.
(4) Adopt
teaching methods to provide students with more targeted training.
(5) Use other online education platforms and not limited to one or two.
(6) Avoid overloading students, review the pace of work to returned and send homework
corrections without too much delay.
(7) Allow free access to digital libraries.
(8) Organized seminars to show students how to make better use of ICT in the world of
online education.

5 Conclusion
Teaching Chinese and Swahili credit courses at Burundi University enriches its linguistic
curriculum. The Chinese language is said to be the language of the future. Its importance does not
only affect the Asian continents, but it has also
an essential
at international
price,
in communication and conversation exchange. This inestimable value sets the
Chinese language of modernization. Chinese
Swahili can lead to diplomatic careers in
humanitarian aid, international trade, translation,
interpretation. Nothing, therefore, prevents
you from actually immersing yourself in it for the simple pleasure of discovering new languages
and cultures. Students at Burundi University are very keen on learning these two emerging
languages, but our study showed that most students prefer to learn Chinese
of Swahili.
There are many reasons
this choice, but the most frequent have been specified in this study.
Since the introduction of Chinese into the curriculum of credit courses of Burundi
University, many Burundi University students have shown great interest in learning Chinese.
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This was justified by the number of students who registered to continue learning Chinese in
interest classes Burundi University Confucius Institute. Most of the students
to improve
their level of Chinese
ultimately participate in the international HSK
HSKK exams. The
desire to obtain scholarships in Chinese also strongly motivates the students to able to
continue learning Chinese.
In addition to teaching Swahili as a local language, Burundi University made a
choice
to
Chinese. This is because, present, Chinese has
one of the most commonly
used languages in the world, and, as a
tool, it can
friendship and cultural
understanding between
other countries in the world.
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Appendix
Survey Questionnaire
Hello dear student!
I am the Chinese teacher at Burundi University Confucius Institute. I am in the process of
investigating the teaching situation of the Chinese and Swahili
courses Burundi
University. This questionnaire aims to
your point of view on
situation of the
teaching of these two courses, so that
can make a comparative analysis of their teaching at
Burundi University. So I will be much more grateful if you take a few minutes to help me
complete this questionnaire. Your personal information will be confidential. Thank you for your
cooperation.
I. Personal information
1. Your nationality
2. Your gender
3. Your Faculty / Institute
4. Your level

II. Choose an answer for each question using the Ö mark

of the following courses is taught in your
/ institute?
A. Chinese B. Swahili
C. All
6. How many hours does Chinese credit course have in your faculty?
A.15 hours B.30 hours C.45 hours D.60 hours
7. How many hours does Swahili
course have in your faculty?
A.15 hours B.30 hours
C.45 hours D.60 hours
8.
do you prefer to study between the Chinese course and the Swahili course?
A. Chinese
B. Swahili
C. both
9. After studying the Chinese credit course, have
registered to continue studying it at
the Confucius Institute?
A. Yes
B. No
10. After studying the Swahili
course,
you registered to continue to learn it?
A. Yes
B. No
11.
motivated your registration to continue learning Chinese?
A. I want to review the exam
B. I want to take the HSK
C. I want to study Chinese and have scholarship in Chinese
D. I am willing to study Chinese and look for a related job
12. How did you score on the Chinese credit course exam?
A. Less than 50% B. 50-60% C. 60-70% D. 70-80% E. 80-90%
F. 90-100% G. 100%.
13. How did you score on the Swahili credit course exam?
A. Less than 50% B. 50-60% C. 60-70% D. 70-80% E. 80-90%
F. 90-100% G. 100%.
14.
difficulties did
encounter in the Chinese
course?
5.
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布隆迪大学中文与斯瓦希里语学分课程教学对比研究
弗迪南
布隆迪大学孔子学院

摘要
本文为布隆迪大学中文学分课程和斯瓦希里语学分课程的教学进行对比分析。它的目的是
了解为什么许多学生更喜欢学习中文学分课程而不是斯瓦希里语，而这两门课程的学时却
相同。旨在了解学生对布隆迪中文教学的看法，了解布隆迪中文推广面临的问题以及解决
这些问题的相应措施。该研究源自我们对在布隆迪大学三个学院学习中文和斯瓦希里语学
分课程的学生进行的一项调查：法学院、工程师学院和高等商业学院。我们使用了14道
题的问卷对他们进行了提问 120名学生能够回答我们的问题。我们的研究得出以下结
果：75% 的学生更喜欢学习中文而不是斯瓦希里语。大多数（67%）在布隆迪大学学习中
文学分课程的学生都有机会在布隆迪大学孔子学院的兴趣班继续学习中文。获得中国奖学
金的原因（42%）和找工作的原因（29%）激励他们继续学习中文。相比之下，83%的学
生在学分课程后无法继续学习斯瓦希里语
。在
2021年的中文期末考试中 13%的学生以100%
，42%的学生以90分以
上的成绩通过了考试。相比之下，在斯瓦希里语期末考试中,7%的学生以100%的分数通过
了考试，8%的学生以90分以上的成绩通过了考试。
关键词：布隆迪大学 中文和斯瓦希里语学分课程；对比分析
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